We study the expressive power of different algebraic specification methods.
INTRODUCTION
In the past years several algebraic specification methods have been developed. We consider here the "existential equality" which holds for two terms if both are defined and denmte the same object. Then terminal algebras are no longer cosemi-0 co~utable, hut A 2.
EVery initial partial algebra of a (nonhierarchical) type, however, is semicomputable and every semicomputable partial algebra has a partial initial implementation specification -as announced in [H 80].
We will show that -as in the case of total algebras -e~ery computable partial algebra has an equational partial initial (and terminal) enrichment specification. The results for arithmetical and hyperarithmetical algebras carry over, too.
Finally we consider a simple nondeterminlstlc programmlnq language. The equality for this language is neither recursi~ely enumerable nor corecursively enumerable but A 2. We gi~e first a "natural" terminal enrichment specification by partial abstract types and derive then a hierarchical enrichment specification by total abstract types. For the sake of notational simplicity only we restrict OUr attention to single and two-sorted structures; no difficulty at all is encountered in extending the given definitions and results.
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Data Structures and Abstract Types
A (data) structure is defined to be a heteraqeneous algebra finitely generated by elements named in its signature Z, a so-called (finitely generated) prime algebra. An abstract type consists of a signature Z and a (finite) set E of conditional equations of the form u1=v I A ... a Un=Vn ~ U=V where ui,vi,u,v are E-terms containing free variables, i.e. they are in W(Z,X I ..... Xk).
The class of all algebras of signature Z satisfying the axioms E is denoted by ALG(Z,E).
Initial and Terminal Algebras
An initial algebra I im a class C of algebras is characterized by the fact that for every structure B ~ C there exists a (unique) hom~morphism ~: I ~ B. Let I(Z,E) denote an initial algebra in ALG(Z,E); this I(Z,E) always exists and is ~nique up to isomorphism. On the other hand, terminal algebras for ALG(Z,E) would always be the trivial one-point, or unit, E-algebra I 6 ALG(Z,E), where every carrier set consists of exactly one object.
Instead, terminal algebra semantics turns to ALG0(Z,E) with the unit algebra removed. Z E ~is called terminal Often we write t A for VA(t) , WI(Z,E) for W(Z)/mI(Z,E) and analogously WZ(Z,E). For I(Z,E) t ~I(Z,E)t' iff E ~ t=t' is always true, whereas the terminal algebras satisfy t mZ(Z,E)t' iff t=t ' is consistent with E.
Consistency simply means that there is some non-unit model B ~ ALGo(Z,E) where B ~ t=t ' . Hence ~f ~ is one sorted) for t,t' & W(Z) Z(Z,E) ~ t#t' iff E U {t=t'} ~ Vx,y: x=y.
Hierarchical Types
A hierarchical abstract type T = (Z,E,P) is a type in which the type P = (Z',E') is designated as primitive A!Z , the Z'-algebra whose domain is that of A and operators are those Of A named in Z', and by <A>z, the Z'-subalgebra of A generated by the consta/Its and operators named in Z' viz. the smallest Z'-subalgebra of AIZ , .
Then a Z-algebra A is hierarchical wrt Z' iff AIZ , = <A>z, , i.e. the Z'-reduct AIZ , of A is a Z'-data structure. The carrier sets s A of A where s is a primitive sort are finitely generated by the primitive constants and operations only. The class of all E-algebras which are hierarchical wrt Z' is denoted by ALG(Z,E,p) (and by ALG0(Z,E,p ) if all algebras the Z'-reducts of which are the unit algebras are removed).
Initial and terminal algebras in the category of hierarchical algebras are denoted by I(Z,E,P) and Z(Z,E,P).
These initial and terminal algebras do not always exist, but if they exist, they are unique up to iso~rphism.
AS before we denote W(Z)/m I(Z,E,P) by WI(Z,E,P) and W(Z)/~ Z(X,E,P) by WZ(Z,E,P). If the type is not hierarchical, i.e. P=~, we speak of initial and terminal enrichment s~ecifications. A specification being both ~itial and terminal is called monomoz~hic.
!.4 Specifications with Bidden Operators
Computability of Algebras
A countable algebra A is said to have a presentation when it is given an effective coordinatisation 
. ,a{~)).
We classify the complexity of A according to the complexity of f and the complexity of the relation i on ~ which is defined by n m s m iff a(n) = aim) in A.
A is said to be Computable, (se~com~utable, cosemico~utable) if there exists a presentation of A such that m is recursi~ (r.e., co-r.e.) and f is recursi~e (in all three cases).
A relation p c N~N is arith~tical if it has a~ explicit definition
where R is a recursi~e relation and each Qi is a quantifier Y or ~ .
where s is a variable for functions from N ta N and R is recursi~e. P is h~erarit~etical iff it is ~th ~ii and ~i I. A functio~ f is arithmetical (hyperarithmetical) iff its graph Gf is so.
Now, an algebra A is arithmetical (h~erarithmetical) if it has a presentation such that ma and all are arithmetical (hyperarithmetical). A is com~utabl[ arithmetical (com~utably hyperarithmetlcal), if it has
an arithmetical (hyperarithmetical) presentation for which -~ is recursive.
For any of the above algebras we have the following
Bepresenuation ~n~a
A is isomorphic to the factor algebra R/a where R is an algebra with dc~nain N. If ~ is recursive then i~ is isomorphic to an algebza with do,in N provided A is infinite.
Characterization Results
For nonhierarchical types we o~ly have to put together well-known results= Let (Z,E) be an abstract type with conditional equations as axio~s.
We assume for the rest of the paper that every algebra is infinite. In [BT 80a] it is proved that every finite algebra possesses an initial hidden enrichment specification wh/ch is also a fir~ specifi~tion.
ACcording to the characterization ~/i ~.2 the equality i~ the ir_it~al algebras is recursively enumerable as well as the inequality in terminal algebras. Therefore the definitions of (co-) semVcomputahility imply Proposition 1
Every initial algebra of (~,E) is semlcomputeble ~nd every tezmlnal algebra is oosemico~utable.
If initial and terminal algebras of a type are isomorphic than their equality is recursive and we can apply the theorems in [BT 80] and [BMMW 79].
Proposition 2
For an algebra~Ajfinltely generated by elements named in £ts signature, the following statements are equivalent :
[2) A possesses a~ equational enrichment specification being both initial a~d terminal. Then the initial specification turns over in a specification, being both initial and terminal. Let A be an algebra finitely generated by elements named in its signature. Then the following holds:
(i) A is seminomputable iffA Possesses an equational initial implementation specification.
(2) A is cosemicomputable iff A possesses a conditional terminal enrichment specification. Now, let (~,E,P) be a hierarchical specification.
if the specification is sufficient1[ co, lets, i.e. for every term t ~ W(~) of primitive sort there exists a primitive term p such that E ~ t=p holds, then any hierarchical initial (or terminal) specification is also a nonhierarchical initial (or terminal, resp.) specification since then ALG(Z,E,P) = ALG(Z,E,@). Therefore sufficiently complete hierarchical s~eoifications are nothing other than the usual ~nitial and terminal specifications. The congruence =-between terms of primitive sort can similarly be defined (using P-~ ~,P eq(~,~') instead of eq(f(x),y) A .,~ ) and is thus hyperarithmetical in rap, too. Two terms of nonprimitive sort are congruent wrt ~ if their congruence is provable relative to the ccngz~/ence m ,p. Thus this congruence is r.e relative to m ,p and therefore hyperarithmetical in -=p, too. Using (*) with m every tracking function (with range s) is hyperarithmetical in = and thus in =-p. In a hierarchy of types there exists at least one type which is annh£erar~hical end therefore its initial ~del is r.e~,Thus an induction mhows the hyperarit/%u~ticity of every initial hierarchic~l algebra. A similar argument using ~gf(~,y) <=> V% ...Vf, Yeq[ ("eq is congruence" A Vw:ei^...^e~ ^~(x) =y AVz(y ~p z ~ y < z))~ YX' ,y' : eq(x' ,y' ) ) ] works for terminal h~erarchical algehras, Propositions 6 and 7 then give the following general characterization theorem:
Theorem 8
Let A be a hierarchical structure which is computab~hyperarithmetical for its primitive signature. A partial homcmorphism %9 which is bij~ctlve and for which q0 -I is a partial hom~morphism as well is called an isomorphism.
A bijective partial homomorphism does not need to be an isomorphism but if q0 is strong then ~ is an isomorphism.
Equality
The equality symbol in for~mllas is interpreted in a two-valued classical way (of. Thus the pro~ability relation ~ is as for total algebras except that we have to take the a/Dove axioms for "=".
Partial abstract t~es are defined analogously to total ones. P~G(~,E) denotes the class of all partial E-algebras satisfying a set of axioms E. PALG(Z,E,P) is analogously defined. Clearly the total algebras in pALG(Z) form an equational subclass PALG(Z,E) where E = {D(f~xI+...,~)): f £ Z}.
Initial and Weakl[ Terminal Partial Al@ebras
An initial (hierarchical) paxtial algebra is a~ algebra which is initial in pALG([,E) (or PALG(Z,E,P), resp.) wrt partial ho~morphisms.
For every (Z,E) an initial partial algebra I(Z,E) exists and is unique up to isomorphism (of. [R 79]). The equality is defined by
Therefore a term is defined in I (Z,E) iff its definedness is provable. The initial algebras are minimally.
defined algebras.
Furthermore, the definedness relation and equality relation of I (Z,E) is recnlrsively enumerable: Every initial partial algebra is semioomputable.
For the semantics of progra~ng languages we are particularly interested in the class MDEF(Z,E,P) of all minimally defined algebras which is specified by
A 6 bU)EF(Z,E,P) <=> [ Vt £ W(Z): A ~ D(t) <ffi> VB E pALG[~,E,P) : B ~ D(t)]
Every partial homomorphism between two minimally defined algebras is strong. A partial data structure 5 in ~EF0(Z,E,P) is called weakl Z terminal if z is terminal in MDEF0(Z,E,P) wrt strong homomorphisms [BW 80b].
Unfortunately neither equality nor inequality of weakly terminal algebras need to be r.e.. They are ,, 0, A 2 which means that = (and ~) can he specified by a formula of the form Vx ~yP as well as by Bx VyQ where p and Q are recursive relations.
Finally, initial and weakly terminal partial enrichments and implementations differ from total ones only by the use of PALG and M/)EF.
7.
Characterization Results fQr Partial Al@ebra__~s Let (Z,E) be a partial abstract type with conditional equations as axioms.
Proposition 10 0 Every initial algebra of (Z,E) is seu~icomputable and every weakly terminal algebra is A 2 . Proof 0 0 then the equality is ~2' We only have to show that the inequality of a weakly termlnal algebra Z is ~2;
Each of these three ... ~ ... is r.e. and therefore can be written as BzP with P rec~trsive. For computable partial algebras we obtain the following specification theorem. 
The same construction as in the proof of Fropositio~ 2, (i) ~ (2), gives an equational weakly terminal specification with two further hidden functions andfi~other equations.
According to Kaphengst's result (announced in [H 80]) semicomputable partial structures can be exactly characterizedbyimplementations:
A partial structure A is semic~mputable iff A possesses an initial partial implementation specification.
AS in the case of total algebras a hierarchical partial specification (~,E,P) is nothing other than a partial specification if (Z,E,P) is partially sufficiently complete, i.e. for e~er~rte~t ~ W~)of prin. sort such that D(t) is pro~able there exists a primitive term p with E ~ t=p ([BW 80,80b]). For partial types not being partially sufficiently complete we can go up in the (hyper)arithmetical hierarchy as before. We only note i 1 and that e~ery weakly terminal algebra is ~2"
Since the that every hierarchical initial partial algebra is ~i graph of a partial function is total, Proposition 6 of 1.3 applies directly to partial types. corollary 12
Any computably hyperarithmetical partial algebra has an equational hierarchical partial enrichment specification which is both initial and weakly ter~Linal.
III.
A ex__~p, the sort of expressions built by 0,S,ADD and identifiers of id together with a total evaluation function eval: exp × state + dom be_~, the sort of boolean expression with evaluation function be~al.
The described type is computable.
Hence we can assume a computable ~onomoxphic total enrichI~ent specification for it.
As only nonprinLitive sort we introduce the sort nd together with the "constructor functions": However, if we change our type slightly by replacing axiom (I) by beval(C',d) = tt ^ exec(S';DO,u,u') ~ exec(DO,~,~') then nondeterministic statements without any term/mating execution sequence are undefined and the equality in the new 0 weakly terminal model is exactly A 2.
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